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Introduction
Organisations are looking for more than just somebody
to take care of their office printing needs. They want
a partner who can look at their environment and
processes more holistically and support the onsite and
offsite printing needs of all their departments, from
legal and accounting to marketing and engineering.
Essentially, companies are shifting from a productbased to an outcome-based approach.

• Security. Providing the latest security technologies and
processes for the advanced management of devices,
data, and documents.
• Sustainability. Providing the services, products, and
solutions to help you optimise resource use and recycling.
• Vision. Continually reinventing our company and our
technologies so that industries, communities, and
individuals can keep creating what matters most to
them.

The Topics of Influence series covers the significant
factors driving the agenda. In this brochure, discover
how HP invests in the future to create long-term value
for our clients.

• Workflow. Working collaboratively to drive process
efficiencies in document capture and digitisation.

Other topics of influence include the following (for
details, click the name to open the brochure for that
topic):

• Workplace. Transforming your organisation to deliver
an efficient work environment for the future.

• Diversity. Helping your organisation realise the benefits
of diversity and inclusion as a business value.

HP has the most flexible, comprehensive, and scalable
offering in the industry. HP Managed Print Services (MPS)
is a comprehensive suite of hardware, software, and
services delivered in a consultative engagement. With
global expertise, we leverage our experience to help you
meet business outcomes.

• Doing good in communities. Discover how
HP employees contribute to communities around the
world to create a brighter future for all.
• Financial strength. Investing our healthy profits in
high-quality, innovative products and solutions to
improve your business.

Read how HP, as your global, innovative, and strategic
partner, is ready to work with you to create solutions that
meet your unique needs and help position you at the
forefront of your industry.

• Global. Harnessing technology internationally and
optimising its use to reduce operational costs.
• Mobility. Implementing a strategy that works for
your organisation as it adjusts to changing processes
around paper, devices, and the workplace.
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Current situation
While most organizations
remain reliant on print today,
the majority continue to
accelerate their digitization
initiatives and priorities
investment in cloud and
collaboration technologies.3

In an ever-changing economy, organisations are challenged to develop
and maintain technology investment strategies that maximise process
improvements and cost savings without compromising future growth.
Leaders who invest wisely can change the economics of technology—
lowering costs today in a way that allows them to invest in the future
and exponentially increase productivity and profitability over time. These
organisations will emerge leaner and more competitive through economic
cycles. And they will more likely have a firm technology foundation capable
of adapting over time.

HP has a broad global
reach—both directly and
through a vast global
partner network. With 50%
of its direct MPS customer
base being multinational or
global, HP has developed a
robust and mature global
MPS platform and
infrastructure to support
and service global
customers. Continued
investment in its services
delivery platform will
enhance its global invoicing,
reporting and service
capabilities, which will be
key to expanding its global
MPS footprint.3

Managing the flow of information and documents in your organisation is a
smart place to begin investing. Regardless of your industry—education,
financial services, government, healthcare, insurance, manufacturing, retail,
or technology—gaining control of your imaging and printing environment
and capitalising on improved document-intensive processes allow you to
address key organisational priorities:

3
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Managed Print Services Landscape, Louella
Fernandes, December 2019

• Transition smoothly from your current situation to your future service.
• Execute a managed service that sets and meets your performance
expectations.
• Drive innovation over the life of the contract as the organisation evolves
and requires the service to be adjusted/refined.

Challenges facing clients
Printing is a complex service and the implications on users, infrastructure,
and applications are significant. In considering the delivery of a print
managed service model therefore, some of the key challenges facing clients
are as follows:
Managing change effectively from an infrastructure and end-user
perspective.
Delivering global continuity for end users—providing key stakeholders a fast
and reliable way to complete their tasks, with a smooth transition.
Decreasing costs and meeting environmental goals by managing waste,
reducing device numbers and energy costs, and increasing productivity,
without sacrificing performance.
Creating transparency—seeing metrics on how your fleet is performing to
gain more value from your printing environment.
Integrating with IT and services setup—driving a smooth integration with
existing back-end systems.
Protecting data/mitigating risk—developing and deploying a comprehensive
security strategy.
Ensuring mobility—providing choices to end users on where and how they
print.
Allowing innovation to evolve as the organisation and end-user needs
change over time.
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Vision
Regardless of the size of your organisation (SMB, enterprise, or public sector)
or the geography or industry, you want to reduce costs, improve productivity,
conserve resources, and accelerate results.
Your vision is to optimise your infrastructure, manage your environment,
and improve your workflows. Ultimately, you want end-to-end capabilities
to securely manage the flow of your documents and information, wherever
work is done—with a commitment to environmental sustainability.
In achieving that vision, your needs from a service provider include:
• A single strategic partner to manage ALL of your equipment, services, and
supplies with a predictable, known cost that is controlled
• Efficient placement and utilisation of printers
• Day-to-day services to monitor the fleet, keep the firmware up to date,
secure, and running efficiently
• A consistent service level
• A strategic, innovative approach to future printing requirements and
business workflows
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HP MPS capabilities
6,600+

From its unique combination of people, processes, and tools, HP has built the
expertise to help you meet your challenges:
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• Transition phase: Transition smoothly from your current situation to your
future service.

HP MPS clients worldwide

countries supported by
HP MPS professionals

• Execution phase: Execute a managed service that sets and meets your
performance expectations.

30+

• Ongoing improvements phase: Drive innovation over the life of the contract
as the organisation evolves and requires the service to be adjusted/refined.

years of experience in
enterprise imaging and
printing environments

Transition phase

1,000,000+

Key resources and methodology

devices under contract

HP’s Transition and Transformation Methodology (TTM) is a robust set of
guidelines, activities, tasks, tools, and best practices. Management elements
such as a governance framework, standard processes, a dedicated Project
Management Organization team, vigorous planning and tracking, and a
communication plan are tailored to meet the needs of our clients.
HP’s TTM includes the following:
• Activity setup (Mobilisation)
• Transition (Assessment)
• Transformation (Implementation)

MAC Signature
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Service
Commencement
Date (SCD)
(SLA initiation)

End of
transformation/
start of the
steady state
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Activity setup
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Transformation
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reversibility

Contract end
date
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Ongoing improvements
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Reversibility

Manage transformed fleet (new + legacy)
One supplier with a single global service model

MSD
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SCD

End

Governance of the project through the Project Management Office (PMO)
The governance model is a key factor in establishing a successful
relationship. It defines the parameters for expanding the partnership and
details the standard practices and linkages for communication, execution of
contract, and delivery of continuous service improvement.
Operating at the core of this model is the PMO, a central governance
structure for the successful management of this large and complex multicountry project. The PMO will manage service delivery by leveraging the
HP Global Method, a collective of guidelines and processes to ensure
successful execution of the service. The PMO will also act as Single Point of
Contact (SPOC), making provision for quick and straightforward evaluation of
the MPS agreement.

Services
lifecycle

Country level

Escalations

Global/regional level

Project Management
Office (PMO)

Global Account Executive
Global Account Delivery Manager
Global Project Manager
Global Technical Consultant

One hand to
shake

Financial

Rollout
schedule

Communication

Escalations

SLA & KPI

Quality and
reporting

Continual
service
improvement

Global print
policy

Global print
security
policy

Activity setup

Transition and transformation

Account Delivery Manager
Project Manager
Technical Consultant

Account Delivery Manager
Project Manager
Technical Consultant

Meetings
• Quarterly technical
committee
• Monthly performance
committee
• Weekly/monthly
operations review

Ongoing improvements
Account
Delivery Manager

Print Management Center
(PMC)

• Print security policy

• Site planning/ordering

• Single point of accountability

• Follow the sun availability

• Discovery and design

• Installations

• Change orders

• Deployment planning

• Management of change

• Reviews (based on PMC reporting)

• Responsible for ITIL remote service
management and reporting

• Central components

• Technical issues (TC)

• 1st escalations

• Proof of concept

• Site acceptance

• Ongoing optimisation

• Set up in databases

• Supplies management
• Proactive maintenance and repair
• Firmware and software management

Flexibility for the deployment
Instead of just relying on phased approach, where deployment of new
devices begins when the various current contracts conclude on those
programmes, HP clients can also benefit from:
• Manage As Is (MAI) programme: HP MPS can include devices that are part of
your existing footprint, therefore providing a single point of accountability
for all printer services (current fleet + new devices).
• Asset Recovery Services (ARS) programme: HP MPS can include asset
transfer, allowing you to move from Capex to Opex and ensure a holistic
approach.
• Multi-vendor support: For client-owned devices, HP can offer full
maintenance services.
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Management of change
HP’s customisable communication kit will increase awareness of the benefits
and the likelihood a transition will be accepted by end users, reduce the risks
usually associated with change, and line up organisational resources required
to implement a managed print programme.
Define your message for change
• Why we change
• Focused on end users
• Identify the sponsor
Before the Transformation Project

1
Start dialog with business units
• Identify end-user needs
• Figure out the perceptions
• Estimate expectations
Before

2

4

User guide
Communication kit

Assess your initiative
• Impact of your message
• Level of engagement
• User satisfaction
After

5

Detailed planning
Video clips
Self training

Deploy your communication
• Plan your actions
• Diversify your media
• Rely on relays
• Forget no target
Before, during, after

3
To go with change
• Train helpdesk/end users
• Mobilise thanks to relays
• Encourage internal dialogue
During

Posters

Service portal

Fleet deployment tool
HP has developed unique software that allows easier and faster deployment
of both devices and solutions by:
• Automating the staging process and minimising steps and manual
interventions
• Minimising end-user interaction in setting device parameters

How the solution works
1. Create the installation workflows
Available operations
Validate the device capabilities
Initial device setup
Administrator

3. Stage operation
Installations
workflow
1

Configure device settings
Solutions maintenance
Advanced device control
Other purposes

3
4
Workflow
execution...

2. Create the list of devices to be staged
Manually add devices
Discover devices
Administrator

Import from FIS/MSL
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Real-time monitoring of
the stage operation

Technician

2

Workflow
execution...

Workflow
execution...

Device list
Device 1
Device 2
Device 3
Device 4
Device 5

Info
Info
Info
Info
Info

Devices deployed as expected

Workflow
execution...

Execution phase
A tailored support model
HP will develop a customised support model aimed to comply with the
required services for each client—designed with a proper balance of onsite
personnel and remote (central) resources in the best and most cost-efficient
way.
Request
IMACD
Incident
Ticketing
tool

Customer
service
desks

Asset
CMDB

HP managed fleet

• Incident management
• IMACD management
• Asset management
• Print queue - driver mgt
• Firmware management
• Consumables fitting
Print queue
Mgt tool

Onsite
personnel

Dispatching
parts/toner

HP Web Jetadmin
HP Remote Mgt
HP Remote Monitoring
HP Remote Device Access
HP Management Server

• Corrective maintenance
• Break/fix support
• Maintenance kits fitting

Field
engineer

HP service desk

Onsite break/fix support

Remote
Management
Center

HP-certified
break/fix
partner

HP remote
engineers
3rd-level support

(product specialists)

• Remote management
• Diagnostics
• Proactive services
• Reporting
• SLA management
• Escalation
management
• Print queue
management
• Firmware management

RMC (Remote Management Center) capabilities: beyond remote
maintenance, remote management
You can maximise the uptime and availability of your imaging and printing
environment while minimising your costs by leveraging our Remote
Management Services. With our technology, ISO secure access and our skilled
engineers, HP can provide the day-to-day operations to keep your printing
environment secure, tuned, and performing efficiently.
Increased fleet availability
A remotely located engineer can monitor the fleet and keep it working
and secure. When maintenance or repair services are required, a remote
engineer will try to resolve the issue, or diagnose the problem and dispatch a
technician to go onsite. They will ensure the technician has the right parts, so
the problem is fixed the first time.
In addition to monitoring and management, we can also assist with changes
and moves or newly installed equipment. You will be up and running quickly
with our remote management services.
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Improved fleet management
Growth, shifts in strategy, acquisitions, and shifts in end-user practices
all play a role in the need to drive continuous optimisation of your fleet.
The remote, proactive services provided by HP support the continuous
optimisation process including a full range of activities (scope defined at
project level):
• Remote monitoring
– Supplies alerts and ordering
– Preventative maintenance kits alerts and ordering
– Page count reporting
• Enhanced break/fix support
– Reconfigure device after repair by installing remotely latest configuration
and security settings
– Lock/unlock devices during an onsite intervention
– Monitor device configuration compliance using HP Web Jetadmin
• Remote fleet management and proactive services
– With HP firmware releases twice a year, an engineer will evaluate your
fleet for candidate devices, then coordinate with you to update your fleet.
–With your print policies and configuration settings, we will monitor and
maintain devices for a consistent end-user experience and to help keep
devices secure.
–When a device is to be removed, we will remove all documents from the
internal hard drive(s).
–Devices come with an open password. Working to your requirements, we
will lock and maintain passwords with your policies. For onsite repairs, we
will unlock and relock the device after completion.
–Our Security Governance and Compliance service means an engineer will
be monitoring the Security Manager logs for any patterns and deviations.
We will notify you of anything unusual.
– Our HP JetAdvantage services provide basic administration and support
for our pull print solutions like HP Access Control and Safecom.
• Non-Reporting Devices Resolution (NRD)
– Liaise with the Fleet Operations Team to analyse fleet reports
– Create reports to identify non-reporting devices by priority and/or last
reporting date
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– Correct the situation in case of error due to serial number or network
address

• New installs support
– Provide push configuration for your specific environments
– Align the certified firmware revisions to the client’s change management
to ensure consistency
– Provide new installation lock procedure in line with client requests
• Print queue and driver management
– Generate notification of devices on the print server
– Create printer name in line with defined standards
– Delete print queues
– Provide ongoing management of the HP Universal Printer Driver (UPD)
Web portal Device Control Center (DCC)
HP DCC is a highly secure web portal available in 15 different languages
providing real-time information regarding the performance and usage of
your fleet.
Capabilities
• View account information (list of fleet devices, equipment location, and
supplies information)
• View consumables usage information
• View page-count tracking and utilisation information

Client service managers will
have 24x7 access to fleet
information on a global
basis.
HP Fleet Manager helps to
quickly identify fleet devices
in each location by providing
a “Device Map View”
graphical interface.

• Request/purchase supplies
• Request a service call for onsite support
• Export contract information, equipment data, or usage data for use in
asset-management activities
Benefits
• 24x7 access to fleet
• Secure access for authorised users, including access control, roles, and
sites access
• Intuitive, easy-to-use interface, configurable views, and a powerful search
engine to help you find and view the data needed
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Ongoing improvements phase
Print policy as foundation of fleet design
By looking at printing “as a service” rather than as a commodity, you can
improve the control of your imaging and printing environment and decrease
your cost by relying on a global print policy. This policy delivers a governance
framework that will allow you to make informed fact-based business
decisions and adjust the business requirements as circumstances change
over time:
• A global print policy describes a consistent global enterprise strategy for
print, copy, scan, and fax device deployment and steady state services.
• It helps minimise the number of exceptions, which complicate the
environment and drive higher costs.
• It controls the ongoing optimisation plan based on analytics from data
collection tools and a robust governance structure.
This ongoing optimisation will be shared during the performance
committees.

Key touch points

• Escalation management

QUARTERLY

Steering
committee
at central level

• Relationship performance and review
• Innovation and long-term strategy

• Deployment dashboard (global)
• SLA and KPIs (global)
Performance committee
at central level
MONTHLY THEN
QUARTERLY
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• Continuous improvement plan
• Optimisation

Operational committee
at local level
WEEKLY
MONTHLY

• Financial review

• Deployment dashboard (detailed)
• SLA and KPIs dashboard (detailed)

Strategic business reviews

People

Process

Platform

Blended team of third-party value
experts and HP MPS expertise

Collaborative process to identify and
accelerate cost savings

Robust platform to track and report
on actual value realised

This programme—combining collaborative processes, a robust tracking and
reporting platform, and experts—will help anticipate, track, quantify, and
optimise the business impact of HP MPS.
• Quickly quantify the business impact/value of HP MPS and quickly identify
programme changes that offer the most benefit to your organisation.
• Benchmark all aspects of the MPS print programme against peers of
common size and industry.
• Quantify potential and actual programme impact across various value
pillars, such as improved productivity, reduced cost, improved user
experience, environmental sustainability, and security/risk mitigation.
• Logically prioritise programme direction based on quantified business
impact and “what-if” analysis. (For example, what is the impact of reducing
personal devices versus improving awareness around colour usage?)
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Case study: A global automotive firm
One HP MPS client is a pioneer in the global automotive
industry. With approximately 199,000 employees and 67
plants worldwide, its core business includes designing,
manufacturing, marketing, financing, and servicing cars,
trucks, SUVs, and electrified vehicles, as well as luxury
vehicles.
This company’s partnership with HP and journey in
HP Managed Print Services began in 1999 and is the
longest standing global MPS relationship in HP’s history.
The company was a flagship MPS client in 2001 and
in September 2015 it signed its 5th consecutive MPS

contract with HP. We worked to develop an offering that
addressed this client’s desire for innovation around
security, user experience, and global support.
The HP Managed Print Services programme has proved
so successful that the company’s Global Controller
has issued a mandate to all business units worldwide
to implement this approach; HP looks forward to the
challenge and continuing success.

Objective

HP solution

Results

Standardisation
Initial situation was a fleet of
40,000 devices, comprising over
150 different models by 13 different
manufacturers.

• Audit and fleet redesign
(Two main pilot sites) to
standardise the catalog (now
around 15 models) and improve
device utilisation (contract now
includes 11,000 devices in 333
sites across 40 countries)

• The client now has a global,
consistent approach to imaging
and printing

The client’s vision for the future is
deeply grounded in innovation and
its leaders are focused not just on
“cars” but on “improving the world.”
As part of that vision, the client
ultimately wanted to achieve:

• Centralised administration and
“common problem resolution”
speed up fix times and reduce the
pressure on the client’s internal IT
helpdesk

•
•
•
•

• Remote configuration and
monitoring of toner levels and
machine malfunctions support
productivity

Innovation around security
Improved user experience
Global support
Services cost reduction

Based on the optimised HW
infrastructure, the service scope
now includes:
• Full set of solutions
(pull print, mobility, security)
• Global Print Administration
Services (manage print queues,
HPAC, ePrint, firmware updates,
print server migration, etc.)
• Global help desk integration
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• Global fleet flexibility

• Benefits and savings from
audit and fleet redesign in first
contracts (Image Utility Program 1
and 2), from standardisation and
improvement of device utilisation
in next contracts (Image Utility
Program 3 and the so called
“Global Managed Print Services”)
• Over the years, HP has worked
to develop an efficient print
environment to address the
client’s desire for innovation
around security, user experience,
and global support—which can be
expected from a 5th generation
MPS

Why HP?
“Even small improvements
in the way we handle
documents add up to big
benefits when you consider
the amount of paper we
have historically processed
throughout the company.
When we began MPS with
HP, we had no idea how
beneficial the technology
and management would
turn out to be.”
Jeff Peterson, senior system engineer, Autoliv
ASP

HP is a global leader in imaging and printing solutions for large organisations.
HP and your organisation can develop a strategy that takes your imaging and
printing infrastructure where it needs to be, so you can focus and invest in
your business and your customers.
Under an HP MPS agreement, HP will work closely with you to design,
implement, and manage an imaging and printing infrastructure tailored to
your specific requirements. Services include:
• Assessment services: consultative analysis and design services to
determine the optimum future state and build the business case for
change.
• Financial and procurement services: procurement, financing, and asset
lifecycle management services (HP and multi-vendor) to improve financial
performance and mitigate risks.
• Transition and implementation services: professional installation and
training services to minimise downtime and get users ready, willing, and
able to use the new environment.
• Management and support services: critical day-to-day management
services to maximise ROI, availability, and end-user satisfaction and drive
innovations. Account delivery management provides a single point of
contact and accountability for ongoing planning and management, and
future ROI roadmaps.
• Document and workflow services: help automate paper-intensive
workflows while continuing to improve and better manage the underlying
infrastructure.
With more than 25 years of experience with imaging and printing in
enterprise-sized environments, we have built unique expertise in:
• People. A strong governance model coordinates resources from the Project
Management Office to the Account Delivery Manager, who acts as a single
point of contact.
• Processes. Remote Management Center maximises the uptime and
availability of your printing environment while minimising disruption to
your operations.
• Tools. HP Web Jetadmin (an award-winning, industry-leading tool for
efficiently managing a wide variety of networked HP and non-HP devices)
and Device Control Center (web portal allowing real-time information on
your fleet) are designed to easily interact with your current IT helpdesk
tools.
On a regular basis, in strategic business reviews, HP will share data
analytics—expanding the vision to peers in the industry or exploring what
benefits could come from the next steps of MPS.
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Our commitment
Best client experience. HP’s goal for global clients is to help
you harness technology and apply it in better ways than you
ever imagined. Achieving this goal depends on establishing
strong client relationships, complemented by technology
that automates and reduces the complexity of doing
business. From awareness and education, through purchase,
use, support, and upgrades, HP is dedicated to exceeding
your expectations. HP has found that a deep understanding
of client needs is key to the development of technologies,
solutions, and services that deliver uniquely rewarding
experiences.
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KeyPoint

Intelligence awards

HP serves
4
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6,600

enterprise
clients

for print and
document security
solutions and
services8

HP remains an MPS
leader - Quocirca6

37
billion

annual pages
under an
HP MPS
contract

#11

of best-managed
companies10

4
5
6
7
8

HP manages 1 million
solution-enabled
devices
(laser and ink)

HP is an
MPS market
leader - IDC8

HP has received awards in the healthcare, education, retail, financial services, security and mobility categories, as well as numerous product awards.
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